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SB 288 would prohibit the harassment of hunters or fishermen
while in the pursuit of lawful activities.
Our statement on this measure does not constitute an
institutional position of the university of Hawaii.
This proposed measure is similar to legislative proposals
which have been introduced in various other states in response to
highly publicized protest actions by citizen advocacy groups.
However, we are unaware of similar movements locally, and thus we
wonder what present problem this measure is intended to resolve.
If it is an isolated incident, or simply the anticipation of an
incident, we question the appropriateness of statutory sanctions.
In any event, the prohibitions invoked by SB 288 already have
been subjected to jUdicial scrutiny in other states. Compelling
precedent is found in a question referred to the New Hampshire
Supreme Court by the New Hampshire Legislature (128 N.H. 46, 509
A.2d 749). In a unanimous opinion, the justices ruled that a
similar proposed bill,
"while ostensibly involving only the exercise of the police
power, necessarily implicates the state constitution's free
speech guarantee, ••• and would constitute a violation
thereof."
It seems very likely, given protections of free speech found in the
Hawaii State Constitution (Article 1, Section 4), that Sb 288
similarly oversteps Constitutionally guaranteed protections.
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